
In July MMX there have been two 
conferences on AIDS in Vienna



From: “AIDS – Knowledge and Dogma”





Prof. Henry H. Bauer

Dr. Christian Fiala, excellent organizer



Prof. Peter Duesberg



Prof. Marco Ruggiero



My presentation is available in 
http://www.marcoruggiero.org/lectures.htm

“July the 17° MMX”



En route to the other conference









Some interesting signs



Condomize



More condoms





Some stands



Sex workers





Did Prof. Bauer sponsor this booth?

The word “ARVs”
appears to be 
handwritten and posted 
over some other word …



To circumcide or not to circumcide?



Is AIDS supposed to last until 2031 or to 
end sooner under Dr. Martens?



Interesting logo for the conference. 
We agree: there is a need for new opinions!



Test and treat as these activists say here …



… or wait and do no harm as these Italian 
scientists say?



Who did write this poster? Prof. Duesberg, Drs. Koehnlein or 
Sacher? Encouraging hiv-positive patients to discontinue haart
and reporting that their quality of life increases … “benefits to 

stop art” …



Let’s read in greater detail





Take home message: “improved quality of life 
following haart discontinuation”



David Crowe and Clark Baker might have 
enjoyed these communications



Prof. Bauer, did you see this?











It is our turn



Why is our poster so mysterious and 
controversial?





The most important presentation at the 
Vienna conference?



Even Russian Television wanted to know



Maybe because of this?











Many people interested and many proposals of 
collaboration; not bad for one labeled as 

“denialist” …



Time to relax and visit the booths 
before the interviews





We fully agree with this; we published the 
very same words!



Some more, selected, comments on our work



The following prophecy has already been fulfilled



There was a good press coverage on our 
research









Conclusions

The two conferences were not antithetic, rather 
complementary. 
Some of the communications presented at the “XVIII 
Conference” could have been also appreciated in 
“AIDS – Knowledge and Dogma”.
Both conferences were excellently organized and 
tolerance and respect were always present.
At “AIDS – Knowledge and Dogma”, however, 
catering was free and extremely tasty.


